Introduction

Run Time and Memory Analysis
137
Data from a blueberry field soil study (available under NCBI SRA PRJNA389786; Yurgel et al., 138 2017) was filtered using the low-stringency filter and then individual samples were rarefied to 139 either 5000, 10000, 20000 or 30000 reads per sample. The different read-depth sets were then 140 run through the three denoising method pipelines and user time and maximum memory usage 141 was determined using the GNU time (v 1.7) command. 
ASV Analysis of Mock Communities
144
ASVs were compared against the expected sequences provided with each of the mock 145 communities. This comparison was done using the command-line BLASTN (v 2.7.10) (Altschul 146 et al., 1990) tool and the number of full length 100% matches and 97% matches were 147 determined. All ASVs that did not match these criteria were then compared against the SILVA 148 16S rRNA gene database (v 128) (Pruesse et al., 2007) to find all 100% and 97% matches. Any
149
ASVs that did not match this database were then labeled as "Unmatched". To compare how 150 filtering of low abundance ASVs affected the type and amount of ASVs called by each method, a 151 0.1% minimum abundance filter was applied to each dataset and method.
153
Abundance Data Analysis of Mock Communities
154
For the HMP, zymomock and Extreme datasets all ASVs that matched at 97% identity or greater 155 with the provided expected sequences based on a BLASTN search were added to the abundance 156 of the corresponding matching taxa. Stacked bar charts of expected taxa relative abundances sequences was determined by slicing out the amplified regions using a custom Python (v 3.6.1) 160 script (slice_amplified_region.py) from the expected sequences from each mock community.
161
Due to the incomplete nature of the expected sequences for the fungal mock community,
162
Unite database hits at 97% or greater to an expected sequence were considered as expected 163 ASVs. All other ASVs were classified as "Non-Reference" hits.
165
Analysis of Real Datasets
166
Data from the three real datasets: blueberry field soil (described above), stool from mice that 167 exercised plus controls (ENA accession PRJEB18615) (Lamoureux, Grandy, and Langille, 2017) 168 and the BISCUIT dataset of intestinal biopsies of pediatric Crohn's disease patients plus controls
169
(ENA accession PRJEB21933) (Douglas et al., 2018) were filtered using medium stringencies 170 for each denoising method and rarified to 5000, 3000 and 4259 reads, respectively. ASV called by Deblur for sampleA were given zero abundances in the columns for DADA2's and
The Bray-Curtis distance matrix at the genus level was generated by assigning taxonomy 183 to the resulting ASV from each method using the RDP classifier (Cole et al., 2014) (Fig 1) . None of the methods output all expected sequences at 100% identity in any of 197 the mock communities that were processed and in all datasets at least one method output more
198
ASVs than expected sequences within the mock community. All three methods output at least 199 one ASV at 97% or greater identity from all organisms in the HMP mock community and the
200
Zymomock community (Supp Table 1 Table 2 ). The other four taxa were also 204 in low expected abundances with one taxa being expected at 0.00427% (Supp Table 2 ). None of 205 the methods called any sequences that did not match either the expected sequences or the SILVA 206 database at 97% identity or greater for the Extreme dataset, which has previously been used for 207 validating both UNOISE2 and DADA2 (Supp Table 2 ).
208
Given that some of the above potential spurious ASVs would be removed by sequence 209 bleed-through (Illumina, 2017) or low abundance filters in typical workflows, we applied an 210 abundance cutoff filter of 0.1% abundance to the ASVs called by each method to see the effect 211 on the resulting abundances ( Supp Fig 1) pipeline, we ran all methods using two additional quality filtering stringencies, low and high (see ASVs was the largest between the high and medium stringencies using the UNOISE3 method in 222 the HMP community (Supp Table 5 ). In the Zymomock community, the number of ASVs called Table 5 ).
226
We next wanted to see if these trends held in a real dataset, as the diversity of a mock 227 community is limited. In the soil dataset, DADA2 called 16609 ASVs, UNOISE3 called 11613 ASVs, and Deblur called 8270 ASVs after rarefaction (Supp Fig 2a) (Supp Fig 2b) . All of these extra taxa called by DADA2 were at abundances 232 less than 0.0006%. To confirm that DADA2 tended to call more ASVs in real datasets, the 233 denoising pipelines were also run on stool microbiome data from mice (exercise dataset) as well 234 as intestinal biopsy samples from pediatric patients (BISCUIT dataset). DADA2 called more
235
ASVs than the other two pipelines when run on each of these datasets, with DADA2 calling 727 236 more ASVs on average than Deblur and 532 more ASVs than UNOISE3 on average before 237 rarefaction (Supp Table 6 ).
239
Methods are consistent in determining mock community composition 240 Despite the different ASV counts between each method, the relative abundances of the expected 241 taxa are strikingly similar (Fig. 2) (Supp Fig 3) . assignment by the RDP classifier) metrics (Fig 3) . All three methods had similarly small intra-261 sample distances (~0.06) based on weighted UniFrac comparison (Fig 3A) . Deblur-processed (Fig 3B) , 264 suggesting slightly higher agreement between DADA2 and UNOISE3 in comparison to Deblur.
265
This difference can be explained by a few outlying classifications because, in general, the 266 differences in relative abundances between the identified genera are close to 0 (Supp Fig 6) .
267
DADA2 and UNOISE3 identified no genera in the soil dataset that differed by more than 1% 268 relative abundance, which contrasts with the comparisons of Deblur to DADA2 and UNOISE3 in 269 this dataset. Closer inspection of these outliers revealed that six of them were shared between the 270 comparisons of Deblur to DADA2 and UNOISE3. Two of the ASVs were assigned the same 271 class, Verrucomicrobia, but one of them was unclassified at the order level whereas the other 272 was placed in the Spartobacteria order (Supp Fig 7B-C) . The abundances of these two classified reads share an inverse relationship. The ASV classified at the order level was found in higher 274 abundance in DADA2 and NOISE3, but the unclassified ASV was found at higher abundance in
275
Deblur. Looking at another classification group, unclassified at the kingdom level, also shows 276 higher abundances found by Deblur than by DADA2 or UNOISE3 (Supp Fig 7A) . Looking at 277 other taxa that have greater than 1% differences in abundance between Deblur and the other two (Fig 3C) or a non-metric multidimensional (NMDS) scaling plot ( Fig 3D) .
285
The same analysis was also done for the mouse exercise and BISCUIT datasets and we 286 found that in the mouse exercise dataset all three methods were equally similar for both weighted
287
UniFrac and Bray-Curtis metrics. On the other hand, in the BISCUIT dataset we found that again
288
Deblur was different in Bray-Curtis distances and also in weighted UniFrac distances. One large 289 driving force between these differences was the abundance of two different taxa, one in the
290
Lachnospiraceae family unclassified at the genus level and the other in the Escherichia/Shigella 291 genus. Deblur found higher abundances of the Escherichia/Shigella genus whereas DADA2 and 292 UNOISE3 found higher abundances of the Lachnospiraceae unclassified genus.
293
Knowing that all three of these methods resulted in similar relative abundance profiles on mock 296 communities and small intra-sample distances on real 16S communities, we next investigated 297 how the run time and memory usage differed between the denoising methods. We found that 298 UNOISE3 (4.6 minutes) was 1272.52 times faster than DADA2 (5834.3 minutes) and 15.11 299 times faster than Deblur (69.3 minutes) at a total read count of 1,926,000 reads evenly distributed 300 across 103 samples (Fig 4A) . Run times for all methods increased as the number of reads per 301 sample increased. Deblur used a static amount of memory (611 Mb) as reads per sample 302 increased, whereas in general the other two methods increased in memory usage as the number 303 of reads per sample increased with the exception of DADA2 run at 1,926,000 reads (Fig 4B) .
304
Deblur used the smallest amount of memory at the maximum read count of 1,926,000 reads. We 305 found that DADA2 had the highest amount of memory usage (4071 Mb at 1,287,000 reads) 306 among the three methods. Interestingly, this usage was more than the amount used at the 307 maximum read count (3600 Mb). In addition, none of the runs exceeded the 4 Gb memory cap 308 on the 32-bit free academic version of USEARCH10. Deblur to discard reads that do not match with 88% identity to any sequences in the Greengenes 322 database. Note the default database can be changed using the "other" version of the Deblur 323 plugin in QIIME2, an important feature when working with fungal or eukaryotic data. It is also 324 important to note that the stand-alone version of Deblur does not perform positive filtering by 325 default, unlike the QIIME2 plugin which is the current version recommended by the authors.
326
Currently, the functionality of both DADA2 and Deblur can be accessed through a graphical user 327 interface as plugins in QIIME2, whereas UNOISE3 does not support a graphical user interface 328 (Table 1) .
329
During mock community data processing, no method consistently called more ASVs than 330 another method. In addition, no method was able to call all expected sequences for each 331 community at 100% identity. However, each method was able to detect every organism in the 332 HMP community (note S. aureus and S. epidermidis are collapsed together as they have the same 333 sequenced region) and the Zymomock community which in the end generated comparable 334 relative abundance compositions to the expected amounts for the HMP community, but not the 335 Zymomock community. In the Extreme dataset, all methods missed P. buccalis, C. 336 methylpentusum and P. sp._D13. All three of these organisms had very low expected abundances 337 (less than 0.00427%) which may explain why they were difficult to detect (Supp Table 1 ).
338
Deblur and UNOISE3 both did not detect 9 of the 27 expected sequences in the Extreme dataset 339 at 97% identity which were all detected by DADA2. Again, these nine organisms were at very 340 low abundances (less than 0.05%). This difference in detection between DADA2 and the other two methods suggests that it is better at detecting organisms that are very rare. Whether this 342 feature is truly advantageous is debatable, as many of these low-abundance organisms would be 343 removed by typical filtering cut-offs and/or contribute little to weighted beta-diversity metrics 344 such as the UniFrac measure.
345
To address the possibility of ASV abundance filtering, a minimum 0.1% abundance filter 346 was applied to the three different methods over all the datasets (Supp Fig 1) . This filter cutoff Fig 1a) and the unmatched ASVs called by Deblur in the Zymomock 349 community (Supp Fig 1c) , but had little effect on the number of ASVs called by UNOISE3 on 350 these communities. This cutoff had little to no effect on the fungal community (Supp Fig 1b) .
351
One possibility for this occurrence is the difference in sequencing platforms as both the HMP has an estimated sequence bleed-through rate of 0.1% (Illumina, 2017) curve for the soil data also revealed that DADA2 called more rare taxa (Supp Fig 2b) (Supp Fig 3) . In general, allowing an increased number of expected errors resulted in more 375 sequences that did not match an expected sequence or a database, but did not have a large overall 376 effect. However, this finding was not true in all cases as DADA2 found more unmatched 377 sequences when the filter stringency was set to high in the HMP community (Supp Table 5 ).
378
However, this was not seen in the other three communities suggesting it is dataset-specific and 379 may not be a common occurrence.
380
The relative abundances determined for each study were similar to each other irrespective 381 of which method processed the data. This finding suggests that biological conclusions based on 382 microbial relative abundance data should be unaffected by the choice of denoising method. One 383 trend that was noticed in the relative abundance data was that UNOISE3 tended to call higher 384 abundances of non-reference ASVs. Interestingly, the lowest identity match for any of these 385 ASVs called in both the Zymomock and HMP mock communities by UNOISE3 was still found 386 at 90.4% identity to the SILVA 16S rRNA database and was classified as Gammaproteobacteria by the RDP classifier using a 70% confidence threshold, suggesting it is a real biological 388 sequence that may have been introduced by contamination or sequencing bleed-through.
389
Importantly, these sequences were found at relatively low abundances and so had little impact on 390 the overall microbial compositions found in these mock communities (Fig 2) .
391
The relative abundances determined within the Zymomock and fungal communities were 392 highly similar between methods, but markedly differed from the expected result. This finding 393 suggests that either the expected abundances of sequences from these communities may be 394 incorrect or all three methods are similarly biased. This non-agreement could also be due to steps 395 during the sequencing processes such as PCR amplification, which may be causing primer bias 396 (Aird et al., 2011) or the inclusion of contaminant organisms. In the case of the fungal 397 community, it is possible that none of these methods work well with ITS1 data which are more 398 variable than 16S data. Additional fungal mock communities should be analyzed in the future to 399 better explore this issue.
400
Benchmarking relative abundance profiles from different methods with mock 401 communities can be useful, however, they tend to lack the diversity that is found in many real 402 sample datasets. To address this issue, we compared resulting microbial compositions from each 403 method across three real datasets (mouse gut, human gut, and soil). Both weighted UniFrac and
404
Bray-Curtis distances between the same biological samples for each method were examined. In 405 both cases the weighted UniFrac and Bray-Curtis distances for all three datasets were small (less 406 than a median of 0.18) (Fig 3a-b, Supp Figure 4a-b, 5a-b) . This complemented our previous 407 results, showing that each method had comparable microbial compositions for the mock 408 communities. Furthermore, plotting the samples on a PCoA or NMDS resulted in the same 409 biological samples from each pipeline grouping together (Fig 3c-d) . This indicated that a similar plot would be observed whether the researcher was using the Deblur, UNOISE3 or DADA2 411 method. Interestingly, Deblur did not agree with the DADA2 or UNOISE3 as much as they 412 agreed with each other on multiple occasions (Fig 3b, Supp Fig 4a-b) . In the soil dataset, 413 differences in the Bray-Curtis distances, but not the weighted UniFrac distances, could be 414 explained by phylogenetically similar sequences being classified slightly differently, as well as
415
Deblur finding larger abundances of bacteria unclassified at the kingdom level (Supp Fig 7) .
416
This result is interesting, as one of the main differences between Deblur and the other two 
425
A major difference between the three methods was their computational run time.
426
UNOISE3 was magnitudes faster than both DADA2 and Deblur. This is most likely due to both 427 the programming language that UNOISE3 is implemented in (C++), as well as its simple one-428 pass denoising method. DADA2 was the slowest method and, although computation time could 429 be inconvenient for those with limited computational power, it did not reach times that were 430 impractical even when running almost 2 million total reads. Memory usage for each program 431 also did not reach impractical amounts when running close to 2 million reads, with DADA2 432 using a maximum amount of 1024 Mb of memory which is a reasonable amount for modern computers. Memory usage by UNOISE3 did not come close to reaching the 4 Gb memory cap on 434 the 32-bit version, suggesting that this version can be used on most datasets.
435
In conclusion, all three methods are comparable when looking at their end results. The and in the Extreme dataset it was capable of finding more low-abundance organisms. In the end, 442 the choice of method did not play a large role in the microbial composition that was found for the 443 three mock communities. We believe this is a promising result, as it indicates that no matter the 444 choice of denoising method, the same biological signal will be observed. Our results also show 445 that the choice of denoising method will largely depend on the individual values of the 446 researcher that is using them, such as the importance of identifying rare organisms, the 447 availability of computational resources, and their willingness to support closed-source software. All ASVs that matched an expected species with 97% or greater identity to the UNITE database were classified as expected sequences for the fungal community. Non reference refers to the abundance of ASVs that did not match expected sequences with 97% or greater identity. A) Human Microbiome Project mock community; B) Extreme dataset -it is important to note that due to the low abundance of some organisms in the Extreme dataset they were not displayed in this figure; C) fungal ITS1 mock community; D) Zymomock community. * When all sequences from all samples are denoised at the same time (in contrast to running each sample separately). 
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